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The Source of Light profiles two seventeen-year-olds, Badger and Mike, as
they put on their detective mind sets and physical disguises to seek answers
to serious questions such as Mike’s mother’s infidelity and Mike’s father’s
involvement in industrial espionage. Obsessed with sleuthing and science,
these grade-twelve geeks begin a transformation that will change the lives
of everyone they know. Setting the mystery against the background of a
synchrotron, a football field-sized facility that uses light millions of times
brighter than the sun to peer inside matter, the teen detectives soon begin
to connect the world’s most powerful microscope to nefarious black market
schemes and the powerful men who spawn them. The result of their investigative surveillance uncovers the complicated truth of a parent’s infidelity, the
secret plans of a synchrotron physicist with a split personality, evidence of a
foreign agent, and the discovery of a powerful secret code named the Genesis
Project that has become the target for international corporate theft.
The Source Of Light is a novel dedicated to the pure fun of dazzling light
science, the adventure of private investigation, and the surprise when you
suddenly discover your true purpose in life while trying to learn someone
else’s.
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